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This super cute garland takes about 2 hours to make start to finish.
Supplies:
Any Christmas Print Fabrics you like
Card Board Cereal Box or any thin box or card stock
Jute Twine or a Thin Ribbon
(Optional) Name labels: Small pieces of white fabric, fabric pen and glue stick
Watch video tutorial “Oh My Christmas Stocking” to learn how to make this block
Print your pattern using adobe Reader set at (Custom 100%) check the size by measuring the small box in the bottom
right-hand corner of page 2.
Making the Stockings:
Step 1:
Cut out the stocking template and trace it on to your card board then cut that out
Step 2
You will be making at least 6 mini stocking. (Optional) I am making 8, one for each family member and I will use a glue
stick and white fabric to label each one.
Step 3
Fold your fabric in half so that each time you cut you get the front and back of the stocking. Then stack two fabric colors
one on top of the other. Pin and the stocking template on to the fabric and cut them out.
Step 4
Place the fabric pieces right sides together and sew a ¼” seam round the stockings, leaving the top of the stocking open
for turning
Step 5
Turn each stocking inside-out and push out all the edges. Fold the top edges under approximately ¼” and press
Step 6
Cut 4” pieces of twine or ribbon to make the stocking holder. Tie a single knot in the center of each.
Step 7
Place the jute twine or ribbon into the opening of each stocking with the knot on the inside and the two ends sticking
out. Make sure the knot is in far enough that it is beneath where you will be sewing the stockings closed.
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Step 8

Sew the top of each stocking closed with any stich you like.
Step 9
(Optional) Create small name labels, using white fabric. Use a glue stick to glue these on.
Step 9
Cut a piece of jute twine or ribbon the length you want it for displaying on your tree, mantel or window. Then
tie your stockings on it, spacing them evenly. Hang it or gift it! So much fun!!

Cut template out on
the outer line

Check your printing
size. This box should
measure 1” square
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